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Explore the seamless world of digital reading with PDF Reader & Viewer, your essential app for managing and reading PDF files. Our application stands out by offering a comprehensive solution to handle all your PDFs, whether stored in your phone's internal or external memory. Unlike other PDF applications, PDF Reader & Viewer focuses on providing a straightforward and enriched reading experience, letting you bookmark documents for later reference and offering both vertical and horizontal scroll modes for your convenience.

Whether you're a dedicated reader, a busy professional, or a diligent student, our app is crafted to cater to all your document-related needs. Embrace the ease of in-document search capabilities, ensuring you quickly find what you need within your PDFs. Moreover, our app smartly adapts to your phone's brightness settings, switching between light and dark modes automatically for a comfortable reading experience, irrespective of the time or place.

Key Features:

ðŸ”¹ Efficient management of all PDF files, accessible from both phone and external storage.
ðŸ”¹ Bookmark feature to easily mark and return to important sections.
ðŸ”¹ Scroll modes for a tailored reading experience - choose between vertical and horizontal.
ðŸ”¹ In-document search function to effortlessly locate specific text.
ðŸ”¹ Automatic brightness adjustment for an optimal reading experience in any light.

PDF Reader & Viewer is not just an application; it's a gateway to managing your digital library with unmatched ease and efficiency. It's designed to streamline your reading process, letting you focus on the content rather than the hassle of handling multiple file types or navigating through complex features. This app is all about simplicity, efficiency, and a user-friendly experience, ensuring that your PDFs are always just a few taps away.

Download PDF Reader & Viewer today and transform your PDF reading and management experience! Embrace the simplicity and sophistication of our uniquely designed app and take control of your digital reading like never before.
Updated on
Jan 22, 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation, Personal info and 4 others
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February 14, 2024
Easy to download. Essential for opening many documents you want to read..without PDF Reader you cannot.
54 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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March 2, 2024
This app is tooo good Best for viewing files And also making files without any ad...
27 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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February 27, 2024
It is very nice pdf reading app . I never seen other apps better than this. NiceðŸ™‚
37 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No








See all reviews




What's new


    * Reader support PDF, EPUB, XPS, OXPS, FB2, CBZ... files.
    * View list by folders.
    * View the list file contained in the internal memory.
    * View directory listings.
    * Support table of contents in PDF files.
    * Show recently read PDF files.
    * Favorite PDF file list settings.
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